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It is great pleasure for me to write this report. First of all, I would like to mention the academic outcome which 

affected my current study program very much in positive way. It is because of excellent lectures from Kyoto 

University professors. So, I assure that this short term course provided big issue of ASEAN future development 

process. In fact, there are many things that I do appreciate the way of approaching in economic and politics in 

lectures. Therefore, I felt that there is no wonder why Japan developed faster than any other countries of Asia. After 

this short term course, I hold a confidence to move forward for my plan which prefer the future development of my 

country (Myanmar), that I hope I can help something and more from the corner of my country when I take action 

after studying. It is a motivation and dream in future economic development and political security demission among 

ethnics’ devisers for peace of Myanmar. Furthermore, The political security demission is a part of my thesis which 

concerns ASEAN corporation on Myanmar Political change. And I learned Japanese policy and relationship with 

ASEAN, which is positive cooperation from many important parts, especially in economics. 

Secondly, my experience in Kyoto University was wonderful and exciting. I acknowledge that Kyoto University 

is always one of the greats one in my mind. The Yoshida-South Campus stands in nice location and I observed the 

remarkable Clock Tower and beautiful tree which are symbols of University. Overall, University professors and 

staffs were so friendly and helpful and they were taking care of us as friends and that was so awesome. I was so 

happy being with them and appreciated for their warm welcoming. It was memorable taking group photos and 

having Japanese Noddle at Lunch time as well. Thirdly, it was well-done the way of Program contact. I like 

management personally therefore, I do respect their contact which set up exit time and run properly. Of course, we 

observed myself to take seriously to be on time at classes and I did well. I feel I have improved myself more and 

realized the value of time in life. Moreover, it is an awareness myself thought that if I have to run my own carrier 

path in the future; hopefully I can apply like they do so I feel I was lucky to join this program. 

Finally, I believe that it helped me a lot for my future carrier plan such as valuing the time, being friendly and 

respecting and trying to be the best. As my overview, “no pain, no gain” took into reality of Japanese life style. It is 

not easy to follow but it is possible. They are success because they seriously strive whatever they do and I learned to 

take it with me in order to keep as long as I have motivation to develop by myself or for future carriers.   

  
 
 


